
The SHEPHERD Gives 
His LIFE 

John 10                                                                                    

All through this series in John we’ve been seeing Jesus offer life in his name. 
Chapter 10 is no different. In verse 10 Jesus will say, “ I have come that you 
may have life, and have it to the full” in John 10:10. It’s a statement that packs 
a punch! But before we get there, we need to understand that Jesus is 
continuing the conversation with the Pharisees from chapter 9. They are blind 
to the life that Jesus offers, and so chapter 10 gives an elaboration on Jesus 
the giver of eternal life, and tells us just how Jesus gives us this life.     

READ  John 10:1-6
According to Jesus, verses 1 to 6 are a “figure of speech” in order to make a 
point. So what’s the point Jesus is making?    

READ John 10:7-30
His audience don’t understand what Jesus means, and he doesn't keep them 
in suspense very long. He expands on vv1-5 by using some of the metaphors 
to describe who he is and what he will do.    
What is the benefit of entering through Jesus as the gate? What does Jesus 
do for the sheep of his pen, and what do you think he means by offering ‘Life 
to the Full’? 

By contrast, what do the thieves and robbers do to the sheep? 

What did you do or change or put 
into practice this week as result of 

last week’s study? 



The second metaphor Jesus uses is to say that he is the ‘Good Shepherd’. 
What does the Good Shepherd do for the sheep?   

There are strong connections between the shepherd pictures in Ezekiel 34 
and John 10. What parallels do you see?  

If Jesus is the Good Shepherd, who are the bad shepherds in Ezekiel 34, in 
Jesus’ day, and who might be bad shepherds today? 

What does Jesus mean when he says “my sheep know me”?  

Who are the “other sheep” and what is the “one flock” Jesus speaks of?  

How do you know if you’re one of the other sheep or part of the one flock? 

THINK ABOUT IT 
Sometime after the events of verse 21, we’re not told just how long, Jesus has 
a conversation in the temple. The theme of sheep and shepherd is still strong 
here and the themes are clearly related to the first half of the chapter. We see 
again, the division that Jesus’ message brings, with many still disbelieving and 
asking for a miraculous sign.  
How do Jesus’ words in vv 25-30 encourage those who are Jesus’ sheep? 
How do they encourage you?  

What will you put into practice this week as a result of this Bible passage, or 
as a result of chapters 1-10 as a whole? 


